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•Since 1282 Wales did not have political independence before being Annexed by the 1536 Act of 
Union 
•Has largely shared a legal identity with England 
•Cardiff was established as capital to formally reestablish the national identity  of Wales. 
•On July 1st, 1999 devolved powers and responsibilities were transferred from the Secretary of State 
for Wales to the Assembly.  
•Occupied the Crickwell house in Cardiff Bay 
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Location: 

Cardiff, Wales 

 

Architect: 

Richard Rogers Partnership 

 

Completion 

2005 

Officially opened March 1
st

 2006 

 

Engineering Firm: 

ARUP 

 

Environmental Consultants: 

BDSP 

 

General Contractor: 

Taylor Woodrow 

 

Cost: 

121.5 Million U.S. Dollars 
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Crickwell House 

The pierhead in 1923 



Response 

•Prime Minister Lord Callaghan and Ian Ritchie sought out for a new debating chamber 
building 
•Building was to be open and democratic, and appropriate for the new millennium 
•Competition was held and designs from six architects were reviewed 
•Reviewing jury stipulated the design needed to be sustainable, use welsh materials when 
possible, and last 100 years 
•Richard Rogers Partnership’s concept was chosen 

 

 

 

Lord Callasghan 

Richrd Rogers 



Design Concept 

Ground Floor:             Private 

 

First Floor:  Open to public 

 

Second Floor:  Open to public 



Building Layout 

Ground Floor 



Building Layout 

First Floor 



Building Layout 

second Floor 



Building Layout 

Bridge Link Level 



Building Layout 

Sections 



FOUNDATION 

•Soil: soft clay with subordinate 

 Silts, sands, gravel, and local 

 peat bed 

 

•High water table 

 

•Cast in place bored poles with  

 ground beams 

 

•Existing dock structure removed 

 And/or avoided 

 



FOUNDATION 



Reinforced Concrete 

-  Blast Resistant 

Steel Columns  

         +  

Diagonal Bracing 

Roof Plate 

-  6 Sections 

-  6 Domes 

-  1 Funnel 

STRUCTURE 



   (ROOF PLATE) STRUCTURE 

- Diaphragm for lateral 

  loads 

- Framed ring beams 

   - 26m x 12m x 3.6m 

- 4 cantilevering beams 

 



   (Roof Plate) STRUCTURE 



   (Funnel) STRUCTURE 



   (Column) STRUCTURE 

- Tapered to increase moment of    

  Inertia 

- Hinged connection at column   

  head 

 



   (Cables) STRUCTURE 

-  Tie rod base detail 

-  Tension to reinforce roof 

 



   (Multiframe Analysis – dome section) STRUCTURE 

a) Moment 

b) Shear 

c) deflection 
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   (Multiframe Analysis – funnel section) STRUCTURE 

a) Moment 

b) Shear 

c) deflection 
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